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NEWS 
The wait is over… 

The wait is finally over to see Clarence Marshall’s new You-Tube Video 
release ‘Don’t Make Me Wait’.    Clarence has been working hard on his new 
Album, not only getting right sound but finally a track that showcases his 
talent as a dancer.     The album is a collaboration between Danny Rafael at 
D:Raf Recording Studio, Michael Zammit at Airwaves Recording Studio and 
of course the Talented Clarence Marshall.    Though this track was written 
and produced by D:Raf, Clarence has brought in the big guns from the 
‘Ministry of Dance’ to give his fans the full spectrum of his dedication to the 
Australian music industry.
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“I had come up with 
this track, straight 
after my work on ‘I 
Just Want to Love 
You’, I really wanted to 
see where Clarence 
would take it” 

-DANNY RAFAEL

http://www.d-raf.com
https://itunes.apple.com/au/album/i-just-want-to-love-you-single/id906263283
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4RdIH1TeSU
https://itunes.apple.com/au/album/i-just-want-to-love-you-single/id906263283
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“I love the track, it’s really different for me”, remarks 
Clarence.    The song is reminiscent of the 
Commodores, Cool & The Gang, and Prince mixed 
in with new production styles like Mark Ronson.


“I had come up with this track, straight after my 
work on ‘I Just Want to Love You’, I really wanted to 
see where Clarence would take it”, proudly explains 
D:Raf.   The track definitely highlights Clarence’s 
voice and the innovation at D:Raf Recording Studio, 
in getting the right sound to complement the genre.


There is a huge buzz at D:Raf Recording Studio, with 
the networking of not only different artist but also 
producers.  There is a strong culture to keep busy in 
the studio, constantly working on different project 
with different people.   “I think, as any other 
producer, we need to constantly be creative in 
everything we do”, suggests D:Raf. 

Clarence is such a great artist to work with, he is 
experienced enough to put forward constructive 
input and also step back and allow music producers 
to weave their creativity in the studio, this track 
shows just that.      


At D:Raf Recording Studio, artists always have the final say on the projects 
finished product.    Not only are you booking in for a recording session, but 
you work one-on-one with Danny Rafael, who offers musical experience, 
performance, composing, mixing, arranging, mastering and of course 
professionalism.   If your looking for a studio, that is not focussed on the 

time, but rather creativity and quality, look no 
further than D:Raf Recording Studio for your 
next audio project.


To see the many other happy artist at D:Raf Recording Studio, visit 
www.d-raf.com, and see how we differ from other studios and 
producers.


Check out Clarence Marshall’s latest video ‘Don’t Make Me Wait’ and follow on Facebook:        
https://www.facebook.com/clarence.marshall.336?fref=pb&hc_location=friends_tab
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“Danny is extremely 
creative and always up 
to date with the latest 
sounds. I'm always 
blown away by the end 
result”. 

-Clarence Marshall“I love the track, 
it’s really 
different for me” 

  - CLARENCE MARSHALL

https://itunes.apple.com/au/album/i-just-want-to-love-you-single/id906263283
http://www.d-raf.com
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